Hello Children,
Since from Class 10th, I was thinking to write, compile or edit some Moral
Stories for my Beloved Students. Despite of writing many articles on Social
and Educational context, Quotations and one Book cum Magazine; I forgot
to write, what I once thought for Children.
So here it’s, the real time Moral Stories for Children of ages 4-12.
The collection of stories has been written, edited and complied very
carefully, keeping in view the taste of enjoyment and coziness. Every
possible step has been taken to use precise language. All the Morals have
been beautifully written by me.
You’ll find all new stories which you have never heard before.
You can take these stories as your bed time favorites, to improve your
reading practice/vocabulary, to enjoy different activities present in this
book or it would help you to learn and explore the realities of your life. It
will teach you Moral Lessons, while enjoying it.
The first published book ever written, compiled edited by MUNIR for you all
children.
Few stories and poems, specially written by me for you all are also
inclusive in this fun filled book. Isn’t it amazing!
This is the first series of Moral Stories and I wish that you all would
appreciate it.
So children, grab your copy and keep your fingers cross. Are you ready….
Get set go--------------------From,
Munir-M-Sewani

I would like to thank Almighty Allah to give me the courage
and confidence, to compile and write stories for children.
It would not be possible for me to write stories for children
with keen dedication without the support of my students.
Lastly, I would like to thank every one in advance, who would
read these stories.
Regards,
Munir.M.Sewani
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“All of God’s creations have a good purpose.”

MORAL:
Islam teaches us that we should never
put down Allah’s blessings.
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Moral:
Always learn from the mistake. Don’t
think that all the mistakes you did are
wrong. Mistakes are the part of
  ªb « learning.
 ¬       

One day long ago, some sailors set out to sea in their sailing
ship. One of them brought his pet monkey along for the long
journey.
When they were far out at sea, a terrible storm inverted their
ship.
Everyone fell into the sea, and the monkey was sure that he
would sink.
Suddenly a dolphin appeared and picked him up.
They soon reached the Island and the monkey came down from
the dolphin’s back. The dolphin asked the monkey,
“Do you know this place?”
The monkey replied,
“Yes, I do. In fact, the king of the Island is my best friend. Do
you know that I am actually a prince?”
Knowing that no one lived on the Island, the dolphin said,
“Well, well, so you are a prince! Now you can be a king!”
The monkey asked, “How can I be a king?”
As the dolphin started swimming away, he answered, “That is
easy. As you are the only creature on this Island, you will
naturally be the king!”

Moral

Those who lie and boast may end up in trouble.So
you naughty childrens, don’t lie, never boast.
Speak truth and always read my stories:)

Hello Children! You All Would Think, That Your Munir Sir
Has Not Made This Book Entertaining; So Don’t You All
Worry! This Bird Needs Your Help. She Has Lost Her House,
So Help Her Out.
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Moral:
A selfish act can backfire on you.
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Bachaooo! Bachaoo! Have you ever shouted like this to make others
fool? If no, then you all are good children, but If you have done that
so far, then never do this again. Let’s read It out that what this story
wants to tell you about the result of being a liar.
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Then, some time later, a wolf went into the field. The wolf attacked
one sheep, and then another and another.
The shepherd boy ran towards the village shouting, “Help! Help!
Wolf! Help! Somebody!”
The villagers heard his cries but they laughed because they thought
it was another trick. The boy ran to the nearest villager and said, “A
wolf is attacking the sheep. I lied before, but this time it is true!”
Finally, the villagers went to look. It was true. They could see the
wolf running away and many dead sheep lying on the grass.
So sad, isn’t it. So next time, don’t lie.

Moral
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